FantaEurovision Rulebook
-

Each player has 100 SaBaudis1 he can use to “buy” 5 artists among the competing ones
It is mandatory to form a team of 5 artists, no less, no more, and to name one of them as a captain
The deadline for the submission of your team is May 9 11.59 P.M.
Bonuses and penalties will be applied to every artist according to the following rules. If the application of a
bonus or a penalty is uncertain, the FIF2 will have the final say: it will assess professionally, unconditionally
and factually the case in question. FIF will always release its official interpretations during the week of
Eurovision Song Contest
Bonuses and penalties applied to the captain during the grand final will be doubled
Bonuses and penalties are scored from the first minute of the Eurovision Song Contest until the end of the
grand final (anything that happens before or after that time range will not be counted)
If not specified, bonuses and penalties refer to actions accomplished by the artist or to events involving
them from the moment when their performance is announced to when they leave the stage (during the
soirées of Eurovision Song Contest)
If an artist or band is Covid-19 positive, and they cannot go to Turin, the backup performance will be used. If
so, bonuses and penalties will be applied based on the backup performance
The player with the higher total score at the end of Eurovision Song Contest will be proclaimed winner
This Rulebook may be modified by the FIF until May 9, 2022 11.59 P.M.

-

Bonuses and Penalties
-

Grand Final ranking points3:
o 1st place = +50
o 2nd place = +35
o 3rd place = +25
o 4th place = +10
o 5th place = +9
o 6th place = +8
o 7th place = +7
o 8th place = +6
o 9th place = +5

-

Grand Final jury ranking points:
o 1st place = +25
o 2nd place = +10
o 3rd place = +5

-

Grand Final televote ranking points
o 1st place = +25
o 2nd place = +10
o 3rd place = +5
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10th place = +4
11th place = +3
12th place = +2
13th place = +1
14th place = 0
15th place = -1
16th place = -2
17th place = -3

are the FantaEurovision currency.
(Federazione Italiana FantaEurovision) judgement is final and unquestionable.
3If some of the positions in the ranking are not specified, the points for these positions will not be awarded.
2FIF’s
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18th place = -4
19th place = -5
20th place = -6
21st place = -7
22nd place = -8
23rd place = -9
24th place = -10
25th place = +25

-

Other awards given during the Eurovision Song Contest = +25
Nul points by jury during the Grand Final = -20
Nul points by televote during the Grand Final = -20

-

Partial semifinal ranking points:
o The artist with voting rights in the evening is already qualified for the Grand Final (with or without
performance) = +30
o The artist qualifies for the Grand Final = +10
o The artist does not qualify for the Grand Final = -10

-

Last artist to qualify for the Grand Final in each semifinal = +10
Standing ovation from the audience at the Eurovision Song Contest (the bonus is not valid if the audience is
always standing or if only a section/area or a small part of the audience stands up) = +25

-

Bonus Philadelphia
Total White outfit (excluding accessories/gadgets/finishes) = +10
Artist “spread” on the ground (lying on the ground) = +10
“Light” artist who continues to sing while being lifted and remains suspended in the air = +10

-

Bonus Borotalco
Artist hugs a person during or at the end of the performance = +15
High five with hands raised above shoulders = +10
Obvious use of the fog machine = +5

-

Nip-slip (nipple in sight, see-through does not count) = +10 (for each nipple)
Artist wears sunglasses = +5
Artist wears suspenders = +10
The artist dances to a choreography unequivocally associated with their song (e.g. in 2021: valid for Daði &
Gagnamagnið, not valid for Gjon's Tears) = +10
Choristers and/or musicians (excluding competing artists) = +10
Dancers (excluding competing artists) = +10
Presence of performers (excluding artists, choristers, musicians and dancers) = +20
The artist is lifted and remains suspended in the air = +10

-

Bonuses referred to artists, musicians, choristers, dancers and/or performers:
Musical instrument and/or accessory on fire or spraying sparkles during performance = +10
Stilts during performance = +10
They change or completely transform outfits = +10
Flips/backflips (hands must not touch the ground) = +10
They wear masks = +10
Twerking = +10
They bring clothes, gadgets, makeup, wigs or anything else with colors unmistakably associated with those
of the flag of the country for which the artist competes = +5
They carry the flag of the country for which the artist is competing = +10
Moonwalk = +20
Stage diving = +10
Loss of consciousness = +50

-

Obvious use of wind machine = +5
Flames, sparks and/or fireworks = +10
Soap bubbles and/or foam = +10
Camera on microphone = +10
Kiss on the mouth (double for French kiss) = +15

-

-

-

Pro-LGBTQ+ statements, gestures and/or symbols = +10
Pro-feminist statements, gestures and/or symbols = +10
Statements, gestures and/or symbols in favor of environmental sustainability = +10
Statements, gestures and/or symbols expressing solidarity with workers in the entertainment industry =
+10
Declarations, gestures and/or symbols in favor of peace and/or against war = +10
Artist gets wet on stage (if they dive into the pool, pour water on someone / are poured water over, the
bonus doubles) = +10
Post-exhibition words of thanks = +5
Words of thanks to the host country = +10
The artist is moved with obvious tearing during or at the end of the performance = +10
First artist to perform (each night) = +10
Last artist to perform (each night) = +10
Swearing (swearing in the lyrics does not count)4 = +20
Provocative gestures of the artist against the audience = +20
The artist goes down to the stalls= +20
Artist kisses camera (there must be contact between lips and camera) = +20
Mic drop = +30
Artist is falsely accused of drug use by the press = +50
Unplanned stage invasion during performance (if intruder shows intimate parts, the bonus doubles) = +50
Artist explicitly says the word FantaEurovision during interviews, social media and/or guest appearances5
(bonus awarded only the first time the artist explicitly says the word FantaEurovision offstage) = +10
Artist expressly says the word FantaEurovision (bonus assignable only once) = +25
Artist performs the artichoke gesture and says “Mamma Mia” (if they do only one of the two actions, they
receive half the points; bonus assignable only during the Grand Final) = +50
Coffee with Papalina during ESC week = +50

-

Artist wears bow tie = -10
Artist wears terrycloth socks with sandals = -10
Barefoot artist = -10
Use of autotune = -10
Artist sits on the stage, stairs or floor during the performance = -10
Artist breaks any instruments = -20
Artist accidentally drops the microphone or microphone stand = -20
Artist, choristers, musicians, dancers or performers accidentally trip or fall = -25
Artist, choristers, musicians, dancers or performers accidentally fall into the pool = -30
Artist spits towards the camera = -30
Clearly audible whistles of disapproval from the audience = -30
Technical problems causing the song to be interrupted = -50
Artist is found positive to Covid-19 during the Eurovision Song Contest week6 = -50
Live blasphemous expression7 = -66.6
Disqualified song and/or artist = -100

-

FIF
Federazione Italiana FantaEurovision

4FIF

will assign the bonus if able to pick up and/or understand any swear words. FIF is open to any reports that may help.
on the next show night.
6Penalty assigned on the show night following the communication of positivity.
7FIF will assign the penalty if able to pick up and/or understand any blasphemy. FIF is open to any reports that may help.
5Awarded

